Effect of Parent’s Attention, Self-Concept, and Self-Study on Biology Students’ Achievement at SMA Negeri 2 Sigi Biromaru
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Abstract—This study aims to explain the influence of parents’ attention level, self-concept, and the self-study in SMA Negeri 2 Sigi Biromaru District Sigi student’s achievement. The population in this study are all class XI students of the natural science department. The samples were selected through a saturated sampling technique (census). All variable data such as parents’ attention level, self-concept, and self-study variable were collected using a questionnaire and report cards of achievement variables. The data obtained were analyzed through correlation and multiple regression analysis. Test instruments include the validity and reliability. Methods used in research are the validity of empirical formula of Pearson’s moment product correlation and reliability using Cronbach Alpha coefficient formula. Obtained the parents’ attention instruments is 0.883, self-concept instruments are 0.849, and self-study instrument is 0.928. The results showed that the tendency of student achievement in SMA Negeri 2 Sigi Biromaru District Sigi was very good in general. This research also obtained the influence of parents’ attention 0.628, self-concept is 0.697, and self-study is 0.674. The effective contribution of parents’ attention, self-concept and self-study is 74.8% to learning achievement. Based on these results it can be concluded that the parents’ attention, self-concept, and self-study have a positive influence on student achievement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Student achievement is determined by many factors. These factors are generally divided into two groups, namely internal factors, and external factors. The internal factor is such as self-concept and self-study, while external factor includes parental attention.

Parents’ participation in the environment is very important to guide in order that children be able to do all duties and obligations of their own accord. These concerns will shape the personality of these children. If this had been formed in a child, it will make him easier in developing its potential.

The parents’ attention in terms of children's education is required. Parents’ attention to children's learning activities may include providing guidance and advice, observation of children’s learning process, motivation and reward and fulfillment of children's learning needs. The attention plays an important role in determining the success of their children's learning.

Self-concept is an important aspect, especially in the learning process of students. The concept of a person is a frame of reference in interacting with the environment. Self-concept is the perception, description and thorough assessment by a person against himself that are physical aspect, psychological, social and academic status or academic ability possessed.

Self-reliance is the tendency of children to do something you desire without assistance and can direct ways without being subject to any others. Self-reliance is an internal power obtained through the process of realization of selfhood and the process towards perfection. So self-reliance is someone's ability to think, feel, and do something to make a plan, choose alternatives, make decisions, resolve problems, and be responsible without the help of others.

The role of the three factors is playing an important role and strategic in achieving student achievement, though not only these three factors, but there are many other factors that are not addressed in this study.

Based on the initial survey results at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru, data showed that there are students who show less liable for his own good in the school environment, family environment, and family or in the community. In the school environment, for example, students arrived late in schools, even though leave from home since in the morning, do not attend classes during school hours, and any other example. Such conditions have an impact on student achievement.

The learning achievements reached some students at the school is still low. The latest data show the average value of
National Examination (UN) on the biology subject in the academic year 2009 / 2010-2014-2015 was still very low. As an illustration, the average value obtained by the students in 2009 was 6.62 and in 2010 dropped to 3.87. It happened in the next five years until the year 2015/2016. The low score might have been caused by a lack of activity students in learning and lack of attention from parents on learning activities of students at home. The assumption of cause is based on the statement of some students who claimed that their parents rarely watched them learn at home. So it can be said that less at learning achievements reached by some students at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru highly correlated by lack of parental supervision on the activities of students, especially on studying at home, self-concept and self-learning students.

II. METHODS

The experiment was conducted by using quantitative descriptive research, associative type. The relation of causality is cause and effect. The population in this study were 52 students of class X MIA SMAN 2 Natural Sciences Sigi Biromaru Academic Year 2010/2011. Samples were taken using nonprobability sampling technique. The sample collection is done with consideration the population is less than 100, so the sample called saturated sample or sampling of the population.

The kind of data that take is the parent’s attention, self-concept, self-reliance and student achievement in biology. The data was undertaken a survey, documentation and interview technique. Data processing is done by a technique based on Likert scale, while data analysis was done by using multiple regression types of quantitative analysis, using SPSS data processing program.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parents Attention

Based on the results, in general, the parent’s attention levels are 25 people or 48.08% classified as less concern, 16 people or 30.77% classified as category care and 11 people or 21.5%classified as category very attention to their children.

The average calculation of overall parent’s attention quality done according to the formula: the sum of parent’s attention score divided all respondents. So the average of parent’s attention in students learning activities at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru is classified as category care since the score was between 93-112.

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is 0.628 or 62.8%. This shows that the percentage contribution of parent’s attention on learning achievement is 62.8%, while the remaining 37.2% influenced by other variables in this study.

So, in this case, can be concluded that parent’s attention contributes on student achievement, the more intense parent's attention is directly proportional to student achievement. These results are consistent with the claim that the intensity of parental guidance and attention can improve student learning outcomes [1]. The results of this study indicate that parent’s attention in the implementation of education has some positive effects on student learning achievements and show the higher involvement and concern for the educational problems in school, increasing students learning achievements in the biology subjects. These findings support the claim that the parent’s attention plays an important role in improving the results of research students learning [2].

B. Self-Concept of Students

Based on the results, in general, the self-concept levels are 19 people or 36.54% classified as less self-concept, 21 people or 40.38% classified as sufficient self-concept and 12 people or 23.08% classified as relatively high self-concept category.

The average calculation of overall students' self-concept done according to the formula: the sum of self-concept score divided all respondents. So the average of self-concept in students learning activities at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru is classified as category sufficient since the score was between 108-122.

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is 0.697, or 69.7%. This shows that the percentage contribution of self-concept on learning achievement is 69.7%, while the remaining 30.3% influenced by other variables in this study.

So, in this case, can be concluded that self-concept contributes on student achievement, the more intense self-concept is directly proportional to student achievement. Good self-concept can improve student learning outcomes, where the self-concept is an aspect of personality that can basically develop [3]. Lack of student self-concept may lead to academic problems and may also cause disturbances in the process of thinking and learning concentration. The value of individual self-concept is when it’s lower or less, it will also follow by a low learning motivation. However, the achievement motivation is not only come from self-concept factors. There are other factors such as internal factors, external factors, and learning approaches. This finding is in line with the opinions stated that the self-concept of each student determines the success of the study.

C. Independence Learning of Students

Based on the results, in general, the learning independence levels are 21 people or 40.38% classified as less independent, 21 people or 40.38% classified as category quite independent and 10 people or 19.23% classified as the high independence of learning category.

The average calculation of overall students’ learning independence done according to the formula: the sum of learning independence score divided all respondents. So the average of independent learning in students learning activities at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru is classified as sufficient since the score was between 103-117.

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is 0.674 or 67.4%. This shows that the percentage contribution of learning independence on learning achievement is 67.4%, while the remaining 32.6% influenced by other variables in this study. These results are consistent with the idea that the learning independence is important in improving activity and learning outcomes [5].
The results showed that the majority of these students is in category quite independence. Quite an independence is indicated by the average score or the sample mean is 105.86. These results are in accordance with the opinion expressed that independent learning was different for each student [7].

D. Learning Achievement of Students

Based on the results, in general, the learning achievement levels are 16 people or 30.77% classified as good, 28 people or 53.85% classified as category quite well and 7 people or 15.38% classified as less well category.

The average calculation of overall students learning achievement is done according to the formula: the sum of students learning achievement score divided all respondents. So the average of learning achievement in students learning activities at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru is classified as quite good since the score was between 68-75. These results are in line with the opinions stated that student achievement varies, depending on the situation and the psychological condition of the students[4].

E. Effect of Parents Attention on the Self-Concept Students

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is 0.657 or 65.7%. This shows that the percentage contribution of parent’s attention against self-concept is65.7%, while the remaining 34.3% influenced by other variables in this study. So we can conclude that parent’s attention against self-concept, the more intense parent’s attention is directly proportional to high self-esteem for students can learn, do school projects and develop themselves to be successful on their own.

One option can be selected by parents is to provide protection, confidence, and guidance to children so as to have a high self-concept. From this research, it can be concluded that most of the time children are in a family environment so that the welfare of children in child physical and spiritual needs fulfilled, harmonious communication, parent’s attention and trust among parents and child, will form the true self-concept for children. These conditions are in line with the development and activity of students [4] [9].

F. Parents Attention Influence of the Student Learning Independence

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is0.738 or 73.8%. This shows that the percentage contribution of parent’s attention against learning independence is73.8%, while the remaining 26.2% influenced by other variables in this study. So we can conclude that parent’s attention against learning independence, the more intense parent’s attention is directly proportional to students learning independence.

Balance is parent’s attention to its duties who thoroughly so that each duty demanding attention in accordance with the busway management. For example, parents focus on their children's learning attention, guidance and motivation in learning and providing learning facilities that are needed so that children develop to have a high learning independence and capable of getting an achievement and success of his efforts [1]. Also in accordance with the opinion of Chang, et al.(2010) which states that the attention of parents is important in establishing the independence of learners[8].

G. Effect of Self-concept of the Student Learning Independence

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is0.741 or 74.1%. This shows that the percentage contribution of self-concept against learning independence is74.1%, while the remaining 25.9% influenced by other variables in this study. So we can conclude that self-concept against learning independence, the more intense parent's attention is directly proportional to students learning independence.

Based on the research that positive self-concept on students, learning the dynamic and participatory learning independence are methods and techniques that are very appropriate to be applied in schools. Students can directly involve in the learning process since the beginning of the planning, implementation, and evaluation of learning strategies. The results of the study in accordance with hypothesis advanced by researchers, that is there is a positive influence between self-concept against the independence of learning, so the higher self-concept, then the higher would be the students’ independent learning. These results are consistent with the idea that the self-concept affects the independence of learners [10].

H. Effect of Parents Attention, Self-Concept, and Independence Learning toward Student Achievement

Based on the results of the regression analysis obtained a score of R Square is0.748 or 74.8%. This shows that the percentage contribution of parents’ attention, self-concept and learning independence on student achievement is74.8%, while the remaining 25.2% influenced by other variables in this study.

The analysis showed that the level of parents’ attention, self-concept and learning independence on student achievement in SMAN 2 Biromaru Sigi district of Sigi is in category sufficient. The picture shows that not all parents understand the importance of parents’ attention on improving learning achievement of student in school. If it is ignored by the parents, it can affect student learning outcomes [11]. Hence, understanding the importance of parents’ attention should be emphasized on parents [12]. Based on its need to pay serious attention from the school, from the government, society and in particular from the parents themselves. Results of other studies indicate that parental attention, self-concept, and self-learning is an important component in improving student learning outcomes and these three cannot be separated from each other [13] [14] [15].

IV. CONCLUSION

Parents attention, self-concept and learning independence of student learning effect on the learning achievements, either as the single factor or simultaneously. Parents attention has an impact on self-concept and students learning independence of SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru. Self-concept affects the independent learning of students at SMAN 2 Sigi Biromaru.
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